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IMPLENENT!tTION OF THE 11IERGY POI.JCY GUIDEI.JNES 

DRAWH UP BY THE EUROPEAN COUlTCIL AT ITS I-:EE'l'ING IN Rm.~ 

ON 1 and 2 Dccen:ber 1975 

At its meeting on 1 and 2 December 1975 the European Council attempted to Give 

fresh impetus to the activities of the Community institutions in three sectors 

of enere,y policy 

the establishn:ent of genuine solidarity among J.1ember States in the event of 

oil supply difficulties; 

the encouragement of energy savings; 

the ad?ption of measures aimed at protecting or encouraging the devclopn:ent 

of Corr~unity energy resources. 

In this communication the Corr~ission 

repeats the proposals which it has already made in these three sectors ~~d 

which it asks the Council to adopt vathout further delay; 

outlines the basic features of other proposals which it could make and on 

which it desires the Council to hold a substantive discussion leading to 

approval of the Draft Resolution contained in Annex 1. 

I. Community solidarity in the event of oil supply difficulties 

It is of fundamental importance that the Community should not run the risk 

of finding itself in the same situation it faced during the supply crisis 

that occurred at the end of 1973 and beginning of 1974. That uas the aim 

of tv:o proposals for Council deci::>ions dravm up by the Commission in 1974 (1) 

concerning, in the event of supply difficulties, 

the setting of a Community target for a reduction in the consumption of 

primary forms of energy; 

the maintaining of intra-Cornnunity trade in crude oil and petroleum products. 

These two proposals do not constitute in themselves a means of distributing 

available supplies. Their sole objective is to ensure the unity of the 

Community market by facilitating usc of supplies that Hill be available 

and, more particularly : 

(1) cf. doc. COM (74) 1964 final, Annexes I and II. 
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• to oct out the principle of Community solidarity in n 

model text requesting the l·Iembcr States to make n comparable 

effort to reduce their enerGY consumption in the event of 

supply difficulties; 

• to ennurc that this comparable effort does not lead to distortions 

to intra-Community trade due for ex~~ple to 

unco-ordinated nnd speculative measures ns regards prices. 

The Commission proposes that tho Council should, in accordance 

with the political eu,idelinos drmm up in Rome by tho European 

Council, resume examination of these two proposalolwhich represent 

the indispensable minimum for protecting the unity of the internal 

market. The Commission reserves the right to propose further 

~ensures to this end, should the need arise. 

II. Encouragement of energy oavings 

A. The Community hns already taken several decisions committing it to 

n policy of rational utilization nnd saving of energy. The Council 

han approved : 

- n Resolution on the Community action programme on tho rational 

utilization of energy (1). As n result of this Resolution, tho 

Commission has, with the nid of national experts, undertaken n 

thorough examination of tho situation in the !·1ember States and 

the measures that appear desirable at Community level; 

- n neoolution setting a target for the reduction of oil consumption 

in 1975 (2); 

n Resolution setting a target for energy savings in 1976 and 1977 (3). 

B. The Commission is forwarding to the Council (4) 

- n first report on the execution of the Community action programme 

for tho rational utilization of energy; 

- five proposals for recommendations concerning measures on the thermal 

inrrulntion of buildings, heating systems in cxioting buildings, the 

driving of road vehicles nnd the usc of electrical household 

appliances. 

(1) O.J. No. C 153 of 9 July 1975, P• 5. 
(2) idem, p. 9. 
(3) Uoc. R/29~2/75 (ENER 93), 2 D~ccmber 1975. 
(4) D~c. OJH (75) 691. 
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C. The Commission will later forvmrd to the Council other reports 

on tho implementation of its rational utilization of energy 

programme accompanied, Hhere necessary, by new proposals for 

action based on the work of the national experts who are giving 

their assistance. 
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III. Protection and development of the Co~~nity 1 s energy resources 

A. The Community has set itself the tarcet of reducinG its 

dependence on oil imports: in a Resolution dated 17 December 1974 
tho Council listed the proposed tarects for each source of energy 

\-lhich would allow tho proportion of the Community' c supplies 

accounted for by energy imports to be reduced to 50 % - and if 

possible 40%- by 1985 (compared with 63% in 1973).(1) 

The Commission is also forwardinG to the Council an initial 

report (2) Hhich compares the :Member States' current forecasts 

with these tarcets and specifies the obstacles that have to be 

overcome and tho constraints that have to be considered if the 

course set out in the Recolution of December 1975 is to be kept. 

One of the main constraints that will be encountered is the need 

to invest in order to maintain or increase Community enerGY 

production. The concerns and the public authorities arc expected 

to invest lrithin the Community an annual sum averaginG approximately 

22 thousand million u.a. over the next ten years. Of 

.this total 5 % will go to coal, 27 % to the production of nuclear 

fuels a.od the conctruction of nuclear power stationc, 33 % to tho 

generation and transmission of electricity and 35% to tho 

hydrocarbons sector (oil and cas). (3) 

The investment effort will of course only take place if the climate 

is favourable. The aim of reducing dependence on energy imports 

thus involves the necessity of reducing as much as possible the 

many uncertaintien \'lhich would prevent or delay investment decisions 

in the current and future state of the energy market. 

Tho price of imported oil will continuo to exert a considerable 

influence on tho price of other sources of energy and thus on tho 

viability of investments that uill be made in to this sector in 

tho Community. Tho experience of the sixties has sho\m tho decree 

to which oil can take tho place of other energy sources, particularly 

coal, if it.s price remains very loH. 

2) Doc. COM (75) 68'9 .. 1
1) O.J. No C 153 of 9 July 197~, 

3) Provisional estimates based on an examination of national investment 
pro[j['alrrncs co!'lductcd by the Comnission Hi th the aid of eA.-ports from the 
J.1cmbcr States. 
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But it should be noted that, if this price, which is currently around 

~12 for reference crud~1~ should fall in real value to ¢7, then 25-30% 
of the energy production forecast for the Community in 1985 Hould no 

longer be economic. If the price fell to ¢5, around 50% would be uneconomic. 

In the face of these risks, even if it appears unlikely that either the play 

of market forces or an OPEC decision could bring abQut in the long term a 

drastic fall in the price of oil, the question of establishing measures for 

protection and encouragement arises. 

B. The basic mechanisms proposed by the Commission 

The Commission asl:s · the Council to state its position on the protection 

or incentive measures described beloH. In some cases the Council has already 

reed ved formal proposals upon. Hhich it has to give a ruling: in 

other cases the Council should express its approval in principle by adopting the 

res,olution contained in Annex 1. 

The protection or support measures to be adopted to at-tain the 

objective oflesser dependence chould correspond to "reasonable economic 

conditions", which presupposes in each case ao detailed a cost-benefit analysio 

as possible of the planned operation and the proof that 

the sector in question is faced by a genuine problem demanding intervention by 

the public authorities; 

that the intervention requires, at least in part, a Community effort. 

FUrthermore, consumer prices must reach a reasonable level to guarantee economic 

returns to the industry and to encourage the consumer to use available supplies 

more efficiently. 

1) Coal otocko 

The Commission the Council to express its opinion on the 

advisability of measures to lessen the fir..ancial burden nricing 

for the coalminine induntry from the stocking of an increasing proportion 

of its production. 

l 1
) Arabian Licht• 
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Structurally, it is difficult to adapt coal production to short-term 

market fluctuations. The formation of a certain level of stocks is 

inevitable to enable the mines to maintain a certain level of production. 

However, very unfavourable economic circumstances may increase these 

stocks to an exceptionally high level, as is the case at present. Financing 

such a level of stocks involves expenditure exceeding the normal economic 

conditions of coal production. Finally, the burden of this expenditure could 

lead to the closure of production capacities which are however surplus only 

for the time being. The aim of maintaining the current level of Community 

production would therefore be jeopardized. 

Community action to finance these stocks - added to other measures designed 

to support production and bring the market into equilibrium - would make it 

possible to lighten the burden on the mining industry. It would be a short

term measure to be introduced at Co~~unity level, independently of any 

national measures, whenever stocks exceeded normal operating requirements. 

Intervention could be varied depending on the use of the stocks. This does 

not preclude national measures \-l'hich might go beyond those of the Community 

and whose approval depends on other considerations. 

The Co~ission considers that the Community should allocate annually a maximum 

sum of 50 million u.a. for intervention purposes; beyond this any aid should 

be national. To finance the system the Commiss~on proposes to use Article 235 

of the EEC Treaty as a basis. 

Annex 2 contains detailed information on the various possible systems. 

2) Aid to coking coal 

Since 1967 the Community has han a support system for coking coal and coke 

intended for supplying the steel industr,y (1); this system will remain in 

force in its present form until the end of 1978. 

(1) Decision No 73/287/ECSC of 25 July 1973, OJ lTo L 259 of 15 September 1973. 

' 
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The Commission considers it necess~y to.extQnd the period of validity of this 
~ 

decision until 1985, so that it: rc:nains effective throughout the \1hole of the 

period covered by the ColL~cil Resolutions on the objectives of the c~~on energy 

policy and by the Commission document ·~~odium-term guidelines for coal 1975-1985'~(1) 

The Decision currently in force provides for a reduction in 1977 and 1978 

of the contributions made by the l·1c~ber States, the ntcel industry and the 

ECSC Budget to finance the aid. As the Decision should remain in effect for a 

longer period, the Commission considers that this provision should be 

rescinded. 

When it is rescinded, the need to ad~pt other parts of the Decisioncould 

als'o be considered in the light of the experience of these last few years. 

3) DeYelopment of oil and gas resources 

The Council has received Commission pro~osals for increasing support for 

technological development projects and for granting Community aid to. exploration 

projects in the hydrocarbon sector. These measures are an important part 

of the strategy proposed for protecting and promoting energy production. 

All in all, the measures now propose'd Hould represent little :nore.than 1% of the , 
total annual expenditure by industry and_the public authorities on research and 
technological d~velopment and·on prospecting for and producing hydrocarbons. 

, This type of action by the Community vTill account for a very _small share of 

expenditure, but it is concentrated on forvrard-looking sector_s where special 

difficulties are encountered, and is likely to have an appreciable multiplier 

effect on the development of resources. 

4) Introduction of a minimum import price for oil 

The introduction of this minimum price would create a sort of safety net against 

the uncertainties affecting the world price of oil. It may b~ asked whether 

this net would ever be needed in ,practice, but this does not reduce the 

need .to. establish it as a precautionary contribution to a climate that will be 

generally favourable to .investment. 

(1) Doc. COM(74) 1860 final, 
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This measure would primarily bcnefi t hydrocarbons (oil and cao 

from larce fields) as Hell as nuclear energy and coal, r1hich would be 

protected indirectly in so far as the minimum price prevented further mine 

closures. 

As it would only be used in a situation Vlhich may be considered 

today ao unlikely, the minimum price for imports is certainly not the only 

element of the measures to be adopted. It doen however offer the advantage 

of oettinc a limit to the coot of special measures that would be taken by 

the Community. 

"It is not necessary at present for the Council to state its position on all 

the technical aspects of this machinery. In the opinion of the Commission, 

its approval of the principle and the basic outlinen is enough though this 

'is vi tal. 

5) Financing nuclear installations 

The Commission asks the Council to adopt without further delay the draft 

Decision forwarded, which aims at authorizing it to issue Euratom loans 

to a value of 500 million u.a. as a contribution to the financing of nuclear 

power stations and fuel-cycle installations.(1) At its meeting of 26 June 

the Council reco~1ized the importance of this draft from the point of view 

of the enerey policy. 2 

X 

Promotion of uranium prospecting 

The current prospects of developinG natural uranium production in the v10rld 

raises the fear that supplies migh~ become tight in around ten years' time. In 

view of tbe time needed for bringing supplementary production capacities 

into oper~tion to reduce the rink of shortage, prospection must be encouraged 

now. 

Article 70 of the EAEC Treaty authorizes the Community to give financial 

t:nipport to prospecting programmes on the tcrritoriec of Member Stater:;. A 

sum of one million u.a. was entered iu the 1976 Budt;ct for this purpooc. 

(1) Doc. CO:M (74) 2070 final.. 

(2)Summary of decisions taken by th0 Council at its 348th meeting, noc. 

R/2031 (ElmR 75) p.4. 
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The Commission indicates in Annex 4 the scale of tho efforts to bo 

undertaken in the uranium prospectinG sector and the ways in '1-lhich it 

intends to usc the appropriation. 

c. Other measures to be studied 

~o foregoing measures do not cover all conceivable fields of activity; 

they arc limited to what appears indispensable and currently possible. 

The Commission would like the Council to engage in a policy debate on the 

~hree following types of measures which appear worthy of consideration at 

'present. 

~sing this dincussion as its basia, the Commission will, \·lith the help of 

the Enerey Committee, engage in a more thorough examination of the form 

any fUture action in each of these sectors will take. 

1. Promoting the use of co~l in thermal povrer stations 

The Community has already adopted measures which, by restricting the use of 

hydrocarbons in power station::; ( 1 ), nhotil.d to a certain extent encourage increaned 

usc of coal in this important sector of consumption. Some l·1ember States 

have also taken various steps towards the same end. 

Hovrovcr, this gives rise to the question of hot-r effective all these measuren 

are. The Commission believes that there should be consideration of the 

possibility of backing them up by granting sp3cial aids to pm-;er stat~ons 

using coal, by imposing a t~ on heavy fuel oil or by encouraging the 

refineries to equip themselves in such a way an to convert their fuel oil 

surpluses into intermediate or light products. (See Annex 4) 

2. Guarantee for new investments 

Some investment projects in the enere:v production sector rrhich arc of 

considerable interest to the Community as a r1hole may be exposed to 

exceptional risks. In vievr of the uncertainty as to oil price 

movements, even· some investments t-rhich would be competitive with 

current oil prices might not come to fruition. 

(1) Council Directives 75/404/EEC and 75/405/EEC, OJ No L 178, 
9 July 1975, PP• 24 & 26. 
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One Hay to encourage them could be to cover them ac;ainot losses arining 

from any reduction in the price of imported oil. Thin cover \·;rould hm·mver 

only be granted on a case-by-case basis, following a thorough examination 

according to predetermined criteria. If operated, this guarantee 

uould not prove to be an excessive burden on public funds, firstly 

because of the initial selection of projects and secondly because of the 

workings of the minimum import price mechanism which would paso on to the 

consumer part of the burden of protection if the price of imported oil vrcre 

to fall drastically. 

In-depth st"lldies are still necesnary before it is pormible to acscos the workings 
·-

and the coot of such a guarantee system. As a first stage, the Commission 

propones to examine vnth the help of the Energy Committee a series of 

hypotheses based on the probable cost and profitability of specific projects. 

During thio exanination, it will be necessary to ensure that the nyctem 

contemplated docs not allo'" beneficiary firms to achieve excessive profits 

or avoid their due industrial and commercial risks. 

3. Utilization of the Communi t;v' s loan capu.ci ty: 

For more than twenty years the ECSC'o loan capacity has allowed it to 

back the coal industry's investments by lending funds obtained at favourable 

conditions on the international money market. 

As otated above, the Council has been sent a proposal to 

authorize the Commission to act in a similar fashion to aid the construction 

of nuclear power stations. Finally, EIB activities in the hydrocarbon and 

electricity sectors have aosurecd conniderable importance over the yearno 

The question arineo of whether the foreneeablc incrcano in the proportion of 

industrial investment accounted for by energy investment docs not justify 

a strengthening or greater diversification of thin type of Community inter

vention. The examination of the financial requirements-of the energy sector 
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between nm-; and 1985 \·rhich the Commission is conductinG with cxpcrtG from the 

r~ember States along the lines set out by the Council debate at i-tc r.eetinlj 

of 25 June in Luxembourc; - chould provide at least a partial a.n::mer to thi::: 

problem. The result::; of this study will be dealt with in a report to the 

Council. 

). Examination of investment programmer; 

In general, the Commiscion, with the help of the Energy Committee, intends 

to examine continuously the progress made in developing energy resources in 

the Community and to review ;.rherever necessary the quantified objectives of 

the Community energy policy. Thin will allo>-l it to identify any shortcomings 

in, and the obstacles facing, the investment programmes of the 1·1ember States 

and the Community. 

Eventually, the Energy Committee could be informed every year of the results 

of this examination of national investment programmes. 

* 
* * 

To sum up, the Commission feels that the corpus of guidelines and measures 

it is puttine forward to the Council for approval should be re-evaluated at 

a future date in the light of changes in requirements and in the objectives 

the Community decides to pursue towards the establishment of its energy policy. 

This implies the possibility of revisine or adapting the mea::;ures planned and 

proposing further measures. 

The Commission would like to stress ·that the various measures to be taken to 

protect or promote energy production in the Co~~unity must form a balanced 

whole. Nevertheless, it nhould be possible to adopt those elements of the 

Hhole which appear read,y for decision as soon as there is a sufficiently clear 

idea of the balance to be achieved without uaitine for the other items to reach 

the same state of progress. 

The implementation of a policJr of production and development of resources 

is a dynamic process \vhich must be conducted }lithout interruption; Council 

approval of the Draft Re::;olution contained in ll.nnex .1 llould be a ne;.r and 

important step alone this course. 



Annex 1 

DRAFI' COUNCIL TIE SOlUTION 

The Council of tho European Communities, 

Whereas the European Council, which mot in Rome on 1 and 2 December 1975, 
laid doivn guidelines for the protection and development of the Communi ty• s 

energy resources; 

Having recard to the Treaties establishing the European Communities; 

Havinc recard to the Communication from the Commission; 

·Whereas the minimum possible degree of dependence by the Community on 

imported energy remains a fundamental and permanent objective of the 

Community energy policy; 

Hhcreas this objective requires the adoption of appropriate measures to 

.ensure the development and protection of the Community's energy resources; 

Hhereas such measures must l1e based on general policy desicned to ensure 

a balanced distribution of the burdens and advantages v:ithin the CommunitY; 

Hhcreas such a general policy should not prevent the gradual implementation 

of cpecific guidelines or measures uherever they might appear justified, 

1. - acknovrledges the need for Com.rnuni ty measures to lighten the 

financial burden reprenented by the cyclical stocking of coal 

notes the Commission's intention to present proposals in this 

connection, on the basis of Article 2 35 ot the EEC TreatYj for 

allocating an appropriation in the sum of 50 million u.a. maximum. 

2. - acknmvledces the need to extend until 1985 the application of 

Decision 73/287/ECSC on aid to coking coal and coke 

notes the.Commission's intention to examine whether the 

provisions of that Decision can be improved in the light of· 

the experience gained by them. 
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3. approves the principle of the adoption b;r the Communit;y of a sys4;em of 

minimum import prices for oil; 

conoidero that ouch a system ohould: 

be bused on Article 113 of the EEC Treaty and be capable of being 

brought into play on that name bn.sis; 

come into play at a threshold of ~7 per barrel fob for reference crude; 

initially be applied to crude oil and ito heav;y· and medium products, 

it being understood that a thorough examination is required in the 

case of the light products; 

enable the Corr.muni·~y to obtain mm resources fron the application of 

the system; 

notes the Cor::r.1isoion's intention to preoent it \vith proposal::: on the 

preceding points and to continue ito otudy of the other variants of 

such a system. 

/j. notes the Commission's intention to study and, in the li&ht of its 

conclusions, to present to the Com1cil us soon as possible any other 

suitable meaoures to emmrc an econor:~ic and balanced development and 

protection of tho Corrmunity's enercs reoources; such measliTCS include: 

the prorrotion of the uce of coal in thermal power stations; 

guarantees for new investments 

the use of the Community's ability to obtain loa."ls. 



Community financing of coal stocks 

1. Technical problems 

Coal and coke stocks arc held by producers, traders, importers 

and consumers. For simplicity's sake, the folloldng points 

concerning a Community financing system relate only to the 

Annex l, 

amounts of coal and coke financed or stored directly or indirectly 

by producers; to simplify further, coke viaS not converted into 

terms of coal when the figures were drmm up. 

·- Coke stocks hold by independent coking plants or steelworks 

coking plants were disregarded and Hill be examined later. 

In practice it is difficult to differentiate boh;een operating 

stocks and pithead stocks in the true sense of the term. The 

figures given are based on total stocks; operating stocks arc 

expressed therein in terms of half a monthk output. Such stocks 

must be financed by the producers in every case. 

2 •. Amounts 

Tho volume of stocks held at the end of 1975 and tho stock 

capacities of tho producers can be estimated as folloHs : 
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(million tonncs) UK D F B Comrnunit;y 

n) total coal and coke 
stocks at the end of 1975 16.0 19~2 7·5 1,4 44,1 

b) storage capacity 34.0 24.0 11.5 2,5 72,0 
c) operating stocks 5.2 4.2 1,0 0.3 10,7 
d) difference between (a)and (c) 10.8 15.0 6.5 1,1 33.4 
(c) difference between (b) and(c) 28.8 19,8 10,5 2.2 61.3 

(d) indicates the present amount of pithead stocks in the true senoe of the 

term, i.e. excluding the operating otocko. (e) indicates the maximum poooible 

amount of pithead stocks in the true sense of the word. 

3. Costs 

The storage costs include amounts written off for depreciation, interest and 

sundry costo involved in building up and running do~m stocks. According to 

available information they amount to 6-7 u.a. pGr annum per tonne of coal, and 

8-9 u.a. per annum per tonne of coke. The coots differ in the individual 

Member States. No differentin.tion .. hac yet been made between con.l and coke. 

Taking the sum of 7 u.n.. per tonne as a basis for calculating the cost of 

maintaining otocks, the total annual cost to the producers of maintaining 

the 33.4 million tonnes of pithead otocks referred to in section (2) totals 

233.8 million u.a. The capital sum locked up in those stocks amounts to 

1 670 million u.a., taking 50 u.a. as the average vn.lue per tonne. 

4. guestions connected with the Trcnties 

The necessary financial means can be made available within the framework 

of either the EEC Treaty or the ECSC Treaty, but the latter course would 

require either a subst~tial increase in the levy (of the order of 0.15 %) 
or a complete l:Ustl"U.cturing of the Nsenrch programmes and the interest . 

rate subnidies. 
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The financing of pithead docks from Cornrr.unit;y funds should be regarded as 

a measur·e desicnecl to attain the energy policy objectives lCLicl do-..m by the 

Community on 17 December 1974• On the basis of Article 235 of the EEC 

Treaty, the ncce:::::::ary means could be made available in the ccneral budget 

of the European Communities. 



f.nnex. 3 

Application of funding available 

under Article 70 of the Eurat9m Treaty 

Need for financial support 

1. The Commission 1vas npecially asked by the Council at its 

meeting on 13 February 1975 to prepare measures within the nuclear 

fuel sup~ly ~policy to ensure economically secure rcnerves for the Com-

nn.mity. These measures should be seen in the context of the Communities' 

projected requirement to import 9o% of its natural uranium requirements 

in 1985. 

2. The Community has to ensure security of supply by diversifying as much 

as possible its sources of supply, bearing in ~ind the chant;ing natural 

resource policies of some of the Ul'anium-producingcountr.ies. The recent 

rise in the price of uranium has provided an incentive for reassessing the 

Community resources. However, the prospects for uranium dis-

covery in the Col'cri1uni ty, though reanonable, are not as yet knovm to be 

as attractive as elsewhere. For this reason some extra incentive to pro

mote prospecting within the Cor.~nity is necensary. In any case invent

mont should be made as soon as possible owing to the lont; letl<l-times of 

from 7 to 10 years from uranium discovery to production. 

3. Having the powers under Article 70(1) of-the Euratom Treaty, 

the Commission is intending to support uranium exploration Hithin the 

Comrmmity. 

4• An amount of lmil~ion u.a. han been appropriated by the budgetary authorities 

for the year 1976, to initiate the implementation of the Cotu1cil 1 s 

decision to increase the security of natural urani~~ supplies by deve

loping reliable and economic resources inside the Cor.lr.ltlnity. The Com

mission 1·lill further propose appropriation of nuitable amounts to follo'.v 

up this action. 
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PR 00 R Af.!ME HAU A G EJ'.1Etr.r 

5. The Commi~sion, aided by n.n advi~ory group of geologistc .. has st;;u-ted to :idmtify 

priority areas where this funding is required. The Commi~siondepa.rtments are 

preparing a draft Commission regulation on the support of Community 

projects concerning uran1um pro~pection programme~ within the territories 

. of the r~~ember States. After approval by the Commi~~ion of thi~ regulation 

and of a draft contract, an invitation to tenqer will be published in the 

Official Journal of the European Communities. 

6. After consultation with an advisory group of experto from the Member State~ the 

. Commission will select the projects to be supported. The operator for the 

project will be the organisation rrubmitting the proposal. 

CRtTERIA FOR APPROVING PROGRAMMES 

7. Those projects approved mu~t be seen to be of Community intere'st and benefit. 

They should promote exploration that otherwine v1ould not be carried out and 

extend the techniques of uranium exploration. The programme must be fair and 

equitable to the Member· States. 



EncouraGing coal unc in povrcr ntationn. 

The continuing importance of .coal and o:.l in the electricity production 

of. the Community can be shown as followf:: 

Expected total production 

of which from coal 

from oil 

12::.2. 
102] Th'h 

28.:i ~ I 

24·'~ % 

1980 12§5. 

1450 THh 1975 THh 

23.8 c1 
10 18.7 c1 ,o 

28.3 % 20.7 % 

The production from coal represents a ccal consumption of some 120 Mtec 

in 1980 and 130 Mtec in 1985, r:hich is Jess than the minimum expected 

c~:>al production capability by some 10 Mt ec in 1980 and 20 Mtec in 1985. 

The possibility of achieving or improvir.g upon the future expected coal 

consumption is dependent upon the price at 'Hhich coal will be available;, 

in 1985; it vrill also be dependent upon investment decisions by the elec

tricity producers for new coal-burning plant. The electricity producers 

are reluctant to invest in such plant because of doubts about the sound

ness of such investment in economic terms. 

Anncx4 

The possibility of a levy on heavy fuel o:Ll to make oil-burning power stations 

less attractive would affect only existin,~ stations and those currently under 

construction (Council Directive No 405/75 restricts the use of oil in new 
power stations). 

Possible measures to encourage the conti:1ued and increased use of coal in 

power stations could include the followi:1g: 

1. Requiring the electricity :)reducers to build more 

coal-burning poHer stations :Hith financial assistance, 

if necessary). 

2. Ensuring tmcompetitivity of eoal compared vdth fuel 

3. 

oil by means of guaranteeo ru1d (if necessary) cubsidieo. 

Encourari·n~ modifications to refineries to reform surnlus fueloil 
into middle· and lir,ht produc·;n. 

If the.se mcarmrec chould lend to tarif:~ incrcnocs, care must be taken to ensure 

that they do not apprer:iab1~r hinder the d.csircd penetration of electricity. 
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Corr.munity countries l-Ti th no indigenous coal product ion may be encouraged 

to usc imported coal, both from the Community and elsewhere. Coal imported 

from secure sources outside the Community has certain price advantages 

nnd could play a significant part tO\mrds reducing dependence on imported 

oil. 

Clearly, the encouragement of coal use in pO\wr stations is a very complex 

problem; it is being carefully studied by the Commission, which is attemp

ting to take account of the different situations in each of the 1·Iember 

States in this matter. 

It should be recalled that some measures to encourage the usc of coal in 

power stations have already been tnken in different countries of the Com

munity. 

Mention can be made, for example, of the payment of a subsidy to electricity 

producers to compensate for the difference between the cost price 

of a caloric obtained from coal by comparison with that ·from oil. This.sub

oidy in finnnced by an equalisation tax levied on all electricity producers, 

l'lhich is then pasocd on to the conoumer by a tariff increase which has to 

remain "Hithin precisely stated limito. 




